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When it hat been eetebliehed what the survey i. t0 GOVT (activitiee and uniti) 
and what kind of information i. to be obtain* and collected, » deoielon wit b« made 
on the actual methods to be uecd in th. survey*    whether it i. to bo by correspondence 
or by intorvi «WOT, whether by exhaustivo op by sampling mat hod». 

I«     fr—*^f^,Toe and interviewe 

Two baeio methods aro used in industrial eurveyei   (nioationmiroa toni out and 
returned by post, and quaationinf by visiting interviewer». 

1.1 Advantaaoo of tho poetai survey 

It ia tha cheapest method. 

The poeeibility of u.in« automatic prooeaaee to print addxaaaoa, fill envelopes 
and check rapii., «uta down tha tina naadad for collection to tie» taken to fill in tha 
questionnaire«. 

1.2 Limitation, of the poetai survey 

It premippoees th« oziatone, of a reliable and rapid poetai eervioe. 

It preeuppoees tho exietenoe of a register of the addreeeea of enterpriaea and 
baaineaaee. 

The etatiatioal and aooountinf aothods of enterprieee have to be harmonised, and 
the fora and content of queetionneires have to be brought in line with theae aethodef 
otherwiee there ü no fuarantec that the resulte will be oolleoted in tine or will be 
of the deaired quality. 

A «yeten hae to b. brought into operation for keeping a oentral oheok on tine- 
eohedulee and the quality of replie«, involving poetai and telephone communications, 
poaaibly alao visit, by interviewer.. 

1*3   Advantaaea of the survey by interviewer« 

It ia the only option for a country where the poetai eervioe ie alow and unrelieble 
or where a register of addreeeea ie not available. 

The interviewen can help enterprise- to prepare their repliée, and can «van take 
over reaponaibility for going into the firm's record, in order to prepare the reply in 
oases where enterprises have incompatible statiatioal and aooountinf eyetene.   Thie 
appliee to both large and anali enterprises. 

jk ÉSttlÉilÉÉÉÉlÉfÉii^Hii^ 
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Qualitative data can be collected on technical, economical or »ocial aspects of 

growth or obstacles to growth, and through the personal oontact whioh is established 

the interviewers acquire a knowledge of the industry out s i do the scope of formal 

questioning, which is needed when the results are processed. 

The interviewers are able to encourage the introduction of standard accounting and 

statistical systems. 

1.4 Drawbacks of the surveys by interviewers 

An industrial survey based on the collection of information by an interviewer oosts 

twioe as much as a survey based on a questionnaire. 

It can take two or three times as long. 

1.5 Which method should be chosen? 

(a) The postal survey should be given preference in all oases where the 

necessary conditions are met. This is the normal procedure in oountriea which have 

fully developed statistical systems and where the number of enterprises to be questioned 

precludes the use of interviewers as standard practice. 

In particular, surveys made more than once a year (e.g. quarterly) and designed 

to provide material for short-term appraisals must be carried out by pest because of 

the time factor. 

(b) Surveys by interviewer should be chosen if this is the only way of 

assuring success. If this is the case the survey should be entrusted to highly qualified 

interviewers. The best uso is made of their skill and time if they concéntrate their 

observation on a small number of enterprises in one sector for the necessary length of 

time rather than spreading their observation over too many enterprise« for a limited 

period. In other words, the choice of a survey by interviewers means giving priority to 

the quality and quantity of data rather than the oost. 

Industrial surveys which have been made up to now in developing oountrivs have to 

carried out entirely by interviewers. 

^Étaüü^ÉWMiiáÉH Mm^^^immJi^aim^^¿g»EÍitlKÉEmamli^Et^ 
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1.6   Soae variant« of the two method« are mentioned here for the record; 

(a) Interviewera viait enterprise«, explain the aine of the survey, and 
give inatruotiona for filling in questionnaire«.    Later, at an agreed date, the 
interviewer« return to the enterprise« to collect the completed questionnaire«, whioh 
they look at on the «pot so as to make sure that the question« have »11 been answered 
properly.   At the same time they discuss with the head of the enterprise technical, 
economic or »oc i al aspect« which are not quantifiable. 

This variant of the survey by interviewers means an inorease in the oost of the 
survey as against a yield that is at the most equal to that of posting a« interviewer* 
in the enterpriee. 

(b) Representatives of enterprises being surveyed are invited to go to a 
looal statistioal office where, after explaining the nature of their enterprise, they 
receive the appropriate questionnaire}   they take this away and when they have 
completed it return it to the looal offioe. 

It i« necessary to assemble the heads of enterprises in this way so as to prepare 
enterprises for the survey, and identify the enterprises to be surveyed if there is no 

other way of drawing up a register.   But, at least for the first industrial survey, «he 
drawback« of postal return and advantage« of direct enquiry by interviewer« should be 
borne in mind. 

(o)   The questionnaires are sent to the enterprises by post and the interviewers 
fetoh the oompleted forms, for example, a fortnight later.   This solution, when practicable, 
as it generally is for large enterprise«, i« comparable to a direct survey by interviewers. 
It has the possible advantage of enabling the enterprise to prepare the documentation in 
advance. 

II.   survey« br sampling 

2.1   Penara^ 

It is possible to reduco the overall oost and the time «pent on the survey oolleoting 
data on the basia of a carefully selected sample of enterprises, but sampling should not, 
on these grounds, be considered a universal solution.   Samples are mors difficult to 
carry out and oheok than exhaustive surveys.    The difficulties of sampling inorease in 
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proportion to the complexity of the sampling plan, so that if there is a choioe between 

two plane, one of which is more efficient but also more complex than the other, the 

simpler one is to be preferrod.    A simple plan for collecting data from all establish» 

ments over a certain sizo but only from a eatiplo of smaller firms is generally prefer- 

able,  even if,  from a theoretical point of view, this is not the optimal sample. 

The sampling method nlso has the disadvantage that it reduces the amount of 

detailed information which can bo used with full confidence.    The problem can be seen 

by considering the probable number of units which would be represented under each column 

of thè resulting statistical tables.    It is known that in the first approximation the 

random error is inversely proportional to the square root of the number of units 

represented.    If this number is small the results have no significance for the column 

in question.    This is the case, for example, when tho column* represent industries 
situated in small territorial sub-divisions. 

Finally, the sampling method does not eliminate the usual problems of industrial 
surveys, but only reduces the number of items to be dealt with. 

2.2 Probability sampling and partial surveys 

Firstly a distinction must be made between probability sampling surveys and partial 

surveys.    In the first type of survey,  each enterprise in the population being oon- 

sidered has a known probability (not zero) of being selected.     In a partial survey the 

population under consideration is only represented by enterprises satisfying certain 
conditions - generally, those over a certain size. 

Furthermore,  it should be remembered that a sample survey is not possible without 

a basis.    This basis is the register of enterprises and businesses.    If suoh a basis doss 

not exist, it is better to set about establishing one and postpone the survey until later. 

2.3 Stratified probability sampling 

In theory, stratification produces groups which are homogeneous (i.e. with low 

internal variance) but which are as different as possiblo from each other (i.e. with 

high between-group variance).    It is also known that, even if this aim has not been 

achieved, the accuracy of results is not diminished by using a stratified sample rather 

than a Bernoulli one.   The usual practico in industrial surveys is to sub-divide the 

population into one or more groups according to enterprise sise.    For instamos, the 
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sample may be mad« up of all enterprise! employing more than 5 people, and a tenth of the 

enterprise« employing up to 5 people.    The sampling ratio can also be varied aooording 

to the different activities, so as to take into aooount the varying concentration of 

different sectors, but it is preferable for processing purposes to adopt a single 

sampling ratio in each dimensional category.    This method has the great advantage of 

simplicity.   The selection of the samples can be done in a systematic manner by taking, 

for example, every tenth card in the register of enterprises. 

Stratified samples are suitable when the survey is carried out by correspondence. 

In the case of a survey by interviewers, area or cluster sampling is nearly always more 
efficient, mainly because travel costs are reduced. 

2.4   Area or cluster probability sampling 

Samples of this type are suitable for surveys covering a large number of small 

enterprises which are questioned by interviewers.    Area samples oan produoe totals 

which are significant for the territory as a whole, but not for sub-divisions of it, 

except perhaps for the districts included in the sample. 

In the case of industrial surveys, stratified or area sampling could be used as an 

additional method.    Thus, in the example given, the stratum of enterprises employing more 

than five   people  would be   covered by an exhaustive survey and the method of area or 

duster sampling would be used to make up the sample of enterprises employing up to five 

people.    These !;ciuntorn" of entcrrprises correspond to territorial sub-di visiono.   The 

first thing to be done in preparing a simple cluster sampling plan is to draw up a list 

of districts classified aooording to their industrial impórtanos.   The large arsa« are 

all inoluded in the survey, but nor tne suall arta3 a systematic sample of, for example, 
one area in ten is made. 

In the simplest form of such a plan, all the enterprises within each area are 

covered by the survey.    It is also possible to tako a second-stage sample, i.e. a sample 

within the cluster.   The units of the second-stage sample are the enterprises}    the total 

sampling ratio: is then, the produot of the sampling ratio for the areas or distriots tad 

the sampling ratio for the enterprises within the areas.    Thus one oan, as in the previous 

example, take one district in ten (^ - l/lO) and all the enterprises within each suoh 

district (t2 -1).    (tee oan also take one district in five (t][ - I/5) and «very other 

enterprise within these districts (tg - 1/2).   The enterprise sampling ratio, which 

to be taken into account in processing, is t. x t« - l/lO. 
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2.5   Pgjtia^jpurvgje 

In this type of survey only enterprise« over a certain eise are questione«!.   The 

major draw-back of this method is that it is impossible to deteraine the standard error 

in the results.    The inclusion in the over-all results of an unknown quantity of data 

relating to the small enterprises that are supposed to be disregarded is generally the 

result of making rough judgements »by eye» and these data are all the «or. unreliable lf| 

there is little in the way of outside information, all the more serious if they relate 
to sectors with low concentration. 






